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670123/A700 - FriFri Super Easy 211 Electric Built-in Single Tank Fryer - 1
Basket - W 200 mm - 7.5 kW

  

Designed for strength and durability, the FriFri 7.5kW Super Easy 211 Built-in Fryer is perfect for busy kitchens. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £1,356.00

£1,627.20

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFriFRi 

Description 

Outstanding quality with no compromise in quality or performance. Mechanical thermostat
maintain oil to within +/-8 °C of the temperature selected.
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Low watts density element with a large surface area in contact with the oil for fast recovery
time and to prevent scorching which degrades oil

Available with integral gravity filtration extends oil life by up to 75% saving you money on
oil purchase and disposal costs
Pressed tank for strength and durability. Radiused corners for easy cleaning. Hinged
elements with two tilt positions for draining and cleaning

 

 

Full Description

Designed for strength and durability, the FriFri 7.5kW Super Easy 211 Built-in Fryer offers high
output from minimal floor space and is perfect for busy kitchens. The fryer comes with the
outstanding quality and performance that customers have come to expect from the FriFri brand
for over 70 years. It has a low watts density with a large surface area in contact with the oil,
which ensures fast recovery time and the prevention of scorching which degrades oil. The fryer
is also available with integral gravity filtration, which extends oil life by up to 75%, saving you
money on oil purchase and disposal costs.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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